Temperature Compensation

Because battery temperature greatly influences the way a battery accepts a charge, Intelligent Chargers feature temperature compensation to deliver the right charge in all conditions and environments. This ensures you are giving your batteries the best service possible, summer or winter.

Advanced Charging Logic

Many “smart chargers” are unable to activate if they are connected to a battery with a voltage below a minimal level. Not so with PRO-LOGIX. The Intelligent Chargers have an override feature that can force the charger to start charging when connected to a severely depleted battery, allowing you to manage even problem batteries.

Power Supply Mode for On-Vehicle Repairs

Increasingly, on-vehicle repairs require the maintenance of stable system power throughout the repair event. On many vehicle makes and models, a repair cannot be completed without keeping system voltage above a minimal level. PRO-LOGIX addresses this need with a specific operational mode, POWER SUPPLY MODE, that manages system voltage until the repair is complete.

Model Nos. PL2310, PL2320, PL2410

PRO-LOGIX battery chargers are designed to provide continuous operation in a wide variety of professional/industrial battery service environments. Advanced charging logic, robust components, quick set-up and smart display feedback mean effective and efficient charging for your operation.
INTELLIGENT BATTERY CHARGERS

Model No. PL2310
12V, 10/6/2A Intelligent Battery Charger/Maintainer with Power Supply

- Automatic Operation
- Smart Clamp Technology
- Charges all battery types
- Temperature compensation
- Enhanced maintenance mode
- Integrated cable and clamp storage
- Meets all efficiency requirements

Model No. PL2320
12V, 20/10/2A Intelligent Battery Charger/Maintainer with Power Supply

- Automatic Operation
- Smart Clamp Technology
- Charges all battery types
- Temperature compensation
- Enhanced maintenance mode
- Integrated cable and clamp storage
- Meets all efficiency requirements

Model No. PL2410
12/24V, 10/6/2A Intelligent Battery Charger/Maintainer

- Automatic Operation
- 12 or 24 Volt modes
- Smart Clamp Technology
- Charges all battery types
- Temperature compensation
- Enhanced maintenance mode
- Integrated cable and clamp storage
- Meets all efficiency requirements

Compatible with a wide variety of battery types: